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Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 U.S.c, § 1254 

ON BEHALF OF APPLICANT: 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Enclosed please find the decision of the Administrative Appeals Office in your case. All of the 
documents related to this matter have been returned to the Vermont Service Center. Please be advised 
that any further inquiry that you might have concerning your case must be made to that office. 

If you believe the law was inappropriately applied by us in reaching our decision, or you have additional 
information that you wish to have considered, you may file a motion to reconsider or a motion to reopen. 
The specific requirements for filing such a request can be found at 8 c'F.R. § 103.5. All motions must be 
submitted to the Vermont Service Center by filing a Form I-290B, Notice of Appeal or Motion, with a fee 
of $630. Please be aware that 8 c'F.R. § 103.5(a)(1)(i) requires that any motion must be filed within 30 
days of the decision that the motion seeks to reconsider or reopen. 

Thank you, 

PerryRhew 
Chief, Administrative Appeals Office 

www.uscis.gov 
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DISCUSSION: The application was denied by the Director, _ Service Center. A 
subsequent appeal and motion were dismissed by the Administrative Appeals Office (AAO). A 
second motion was dismissed as untimely filed by the AAO. The matter is now before the AAO 
on a third motion, which will be dismissed.] The AAO, however, will reopen the matter on a 
service motion pursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(5)(ii). The case will be remanded for further action 
by the director. 

A motion to reopen must state the new facts to be proved at the reopened proceeding, and be 
supported by affidavits or other documentary evidence. 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(2). 

A motion to reconsider must state the reason for reconsideration and be supported by any 
pertinent precedent decisions to establish that the decision was based on an incorrect application 
oflaw or Service policy ... [and] must, when filed, also establish that the decision was incorrect 
based on the evidence of record at the time of the initial decision. 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(3). 

A motion that does not meet applicable requirements shall be dismissed. 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(4). 

The applicant is a citizen of_ who is seeking Temporary Protected Status (TPS) under 
section 244 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (the Act), 8 U.S.c. § 1254. 

The director, in denying the TPS application on January 21, 2004, determined that on April 9, 1998, 
the applicant had been convicted of solicitation of prostitution. The director also determined that 
the applicant had been convicted of resisting officer without violence. The offense of resisting 
officer without violence was listed on a report from the Federal Bureau ofInvestigation (FBI) dated 
July 3, 2002. The FBI report indicated that the prosecution had added a charge of resisting officer 
without violence, and on July 7, 1998, the applicant had pled guilty to the misdemeanor offense. 

The AAO, in dismissing the appeal, on March 7, 2005, noted that the applicant had been convicted 
of resisting officer without violence in Case no. _ on July 7, 1998, and of soliciting 
prostitution in Case no. on April 9, 1998. In the initial motion, former counsel 
asserted that the applicant had been convicted of only one misdemeanor, and that the resisting 
officer without violence conviction belonged to another individual. That motion was dismissed by 
the AAO on March 2, 2007, as the issue on which the underlying decision was based had not been 
overcome on motion. 

In filing the second motion on August 5, 2009, former counsel once again asserted that the 
applicant had been convicted of one misdemeanor. Counsel asserted that the FBI report was in 
error and provided an updated corrected fingerprint report from the FBI that did not include the 
offense of resisting officer without violence. Counsel asserted that the motion could not have 
been timely filed because conclusive evidence disputing the FBI report was only recently 

I It is noted that counsel incorrectly indicated on the Form 1-290B that he was filing an appeal from the 
AAO's decision of May 12, 2010. The AAO will treat the filing of the Form 1-290B as a motion to 
reopen and motion to reconsider. 
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obtainable. That motion was dismissed as untimely filed by the AAO on May 12, 20102 On 
June 10, 2010, counsel filed the current motion. Because this motion does not overcome the 
grounds of the untimely filing of the second motion, it will be dismissed. 

Nevertheless, the AAO will reopen the proceedings on a service motion pursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 
103.5(a)(5)(ii). 

The instructions regarding the usage of the FBI report, and the provisions of 28 C.F.R. § 50.12, 
state, in part: 

If the information on the record is used to disqualify an applicant, the official 
making the determination of suitability for licensing or employment shall 
provide the applicant the opportunity to complete, or challenge the accuracy of, 
the information contained in the FBI identification record. The deciding official 
should not deny the license or employment based on the information in the 
record until the applicant has been afforded a reasonable time to correct or 
complete the information, or has declined to do so. 

In the instant case, the record of proceeding does not support the findings of the FBI report. The 
record does not contain the court's charging document and final court disposition establishing that 
the applicant was, in fact, charged with and convicted of resisting officer without violence. 

To dispute the findings of the director and the AAO regarding the resisting officer without violence 
conviction, former counsel provided: 

• Certified court documentation dated September 4, 2007, from the 
Country Courts of the Eleventh Judicial Circuit of _ in 
that indicated Case no._belonged to another ;nn;v;,illHl 

Circuit and 
County 

• Certified documentation dated September 4, 2007, from the 
Department, which indicated that the fingerprint impressions appearing on the 
document belonged to the applicant and are not the same as the individual [name 
omitted] that was arrested and subsequently charged with resisting officer without 
violence in Case no. 

• The police report and court documentation in Case no. dated 
April 9, 1998, which only listed a conviction for soliciting prostitution. 

• A FBI report dated December 29, 2008, which only listed the conviction for 
soliciting prostitution. 

2 The untimely motion did not meet the exception clause as the documentation from the FBI was dated 
seven months (December 2008) prior to the filing of the motion. 
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The sufficiency of all evidence will be judged according to its relevancy, consistency, credibility, 
and probative value. To meet his or her burden of proof, the applicant must provide supporting 
documentary evidence of eligibility apart from his or her own statements. 8 C.F.R. § 244.9(b). 
Based on the documentation provided, the applicant has overcome the sole ground for the denial 
of his initial application for TPS. Therefore, the decisions of the director and the AAO will be 
withdrawn. However, the validity period of the applicant's fingerprint check has expired, and the 
evidence contained in the record is insufficient to establish the applicant's qualifying continuous 
residence in the United States since February 13,2001, and continuous physical presence since 
March 9, 2001 as described in 8 C.F.R. § 244.2(b) and (c). 

Therefore, the case will be remanded to the director for further adjudication of the application. The 
director may request any additional evidence that he considers pertinent to assist with the 
determination of the applicant's eligibility for TPS. Upon receipt of all the evidence, the director 
will review the entire record and enter a new decision. 

ORDER: The decisions ofthe director and the AAO are withdrawn. The case is remanded for 
further action consistent with the above and entry of a new decision. 


